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PRESS RELEASE 

 

LOVE IS AN EVERGREEN 

Itsy bitsy teenie weenie…! 

 

In their show “Love is an evergreen”, the trio masters an exciting and humorous trip through the 

world of romance and relationships, through unforgettable songs of the 50s and 60s.  By a new 

interpretation, the oldies sound modern, catchy and rich, without loosing their vintage touch. In the 

show we´ll find classics of great artists, such as Patsy Cline, Charles Aznavour and Dean Martin. 

 

The trio is formed by the Viennese Keyboarder Wolfgang “Wolfo” Schmidt, who´s already played for 

Aminata Seydi, Big John Whitfield, Celia Mara und Peter Dukes, the drummer and percussionist 

Tommy Böröcz, who's been seen already in bands such as Atlas, Ostinato and W.I.L.D, and the 

Argentinian singer and actress Valiente. 

 

Songs with Latin American rhythms, but also jazz, swing and twist in German, English, Spanish and 

Italian! Valiente is nostalgic modernity, a musical world trip and a bouquet of professional 

entertainment. 

 

 

*Valiente 

 

The charismatic singer and actress from Buenos Aires stepped on to the stage for the first time already as a 

little girl and feels at home in the limelight, no matter where she is.  

 

In 2014 she moved to Vienna and 2020 her first single “Unicornio” was voted the summer hit of 2020 on 

Radio Wien (the official radio station of Viena). 

 

Valiente doesen´t care whether she busks in Vienna, or sings in the renowned jazz club “Porgy & Bess”: “I 

just want to be close to the people, infect them with my joie de vivre, get them out of their everyday lives and 

give them joy and fun! ”. What´s the reason she loves oldies so much? She only finds one explanation: “My 
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FACTS AND FIGURES 
 

LOVE IS AN EVERGREEN 

 

 

 

 2 sets of approx. 45 minutes 

 2 costume changes 

 2 decades and some other goodies  

 3 musicians (can be reduced or expanded if required)  

 5 languages 

 10 rhythms  

 87 years in between the oldest and the newest song 

 1 guest singer for duos (if required)  

 

 

 „Loves is an Evergreen“ is not a concert, but a show: A thread unites the songs.  

 Theatrical elements are used 

 The show can be adapted to the audience and to the venue. It is:   

◦ a sitting concert to be performed in a theater  

◦ a standing concert to be performed in a dance club or at a party  

◦ a mix of both (for example tables and standing places), to fit a heterogeneous audience 
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